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Final points re submission of grades and ranks



Final points

• Final internal moderation and QA
• Final ranking decisions
• Check top and bottom of ranks
• Look at the data but don’t make it a perfect fit – use it as a sense check
• Manage expectations of HoDs and staff appropriately 
• Different exam boards using different systems
• Check and check again
• Entries into multiple exam boards
• Private candidates



Managing expectations of staff

• If you are confident in the grades you’re providing, you shouldn’t mark these down

• However, all schools should expect some adjustment

• This is out of your control – so don’t worry about it too much

• Remember what you’ve been asked to do

• No performance tables published

• Performance not used for quality assurance

• There will be schools who win and schools who lose



Managing expectations of students and families

• Most students won’t find out their CAG unless through a data subject access request

• Reminder students and families that the final ‘calculated’ grade is not what the school 
gave them

• Focus on progression – the grades do matter but what’s more important is the next stage 
of their education

• Reassure them that colleges, sixth forms and universities understand and are open to 
conversations

• Should we be discouraging resits?

• Discourage appeals



Confidentiality, FOIs and DSARs

• Reminder to keep all information confidential

• Emails and messages relating to data subjects should be tracked and cannot just be 
deleted

• What constitutes a DSAR? Do you need to follow up even if the student doesn’t realise 
they’ve made one?

• FOI v DSAR

• Are you ready to respond in August?



The autumn series – a good idea – tell me!
• Chance for students to show they can do better – what does this mean for teacher 

assessment?
• BUT, if we’re focused on progression, does it matter?
• How helpful for their education?
• If they miss out on destination requirements, will still need to take a gap year in most cases
• Potentially small take up
• Who pays?
• Private candidates
• October for A-levels and November for GCSEs
• Best result counts



My tentative view…

While the autumn series may seem a good idea in some cases, it may actually be more 
disruptive in the long term:

• Assumptions about teacher assessment / the narrative

• Funding

• Educational disruption

• Focus on progression



Performance tables in 2021

• Ofqual guidance suggests they will be published

• Results this summer (or autumn) won’t count

• SSAT will campaign for them not to be published

If they are:

• GCSE English double weighting

• Maths A-level in Year 12

• Calculated grades as part of longer BTECs



Thank you, good luck, and massive love to you all

I’ll be back for results in August – for now, please email 
RMTeam@ssatuk.co.uk.


